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okay, i have another problem. i tried all of the instructions in this website above, but they do not seem to work for me. as
soon as i entered any username or password in the account recovery window, it automatically redirects me to another

window and says "your login was rejected. please try again.". can you pls tell me how to overcome this? hello again, i have
a macbook 2,1 and upgraded to snow leopard, the problem is, that i updated my macbook to snow leopard (it is insured,
the upgrade was fine and my computer works fine), but i can not use my macbook because it says the password is wrong

everytime. it is the first time that it happens. i have tried various things as the solution, but nothing has worked. i have
found that many macbooks have the problem that the macbook has no permission to use the harddrive, and have to use a

usb-storage to set it right. i have tried everyhing but it has not worked. i have tried this: $ sudo chown :admin
/library/keychains/login.keychain $ sudo chown :admin

/var/folders/lk/rldg9gf15p2sfgy9yfl75p40000gn/t/keychainaccess.structure.lk i have then searched for a log with chkconfig
or chmod, but have not found anything in /var/log. can anybody help me to find a solution? greetings sieglinde hi everyone.

i'm having a very frustrating problem with my mac. i have to recover my account password, because i have the same
username and password in another account, with a mac os x 10.5. and i've forgot my password. i thought that maybe i
could use this tool /> but my account is not in the database of the tool. even if i add an account in it, still no luck. and i

have tried to use a md5 calculator too. but it is not worked too. and after that i've tried to use the command line tool. but i
don't know the command line and it is very difficult for me to use it. are there any other solutions to recover a password of

my user account? thank you.
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